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FOREWORD 

GERMAN ASSAULT GUN 

This equipment, the 7.5 em. Sturmgeschutz (Stu.G. 7.5 em. K.), consists 
of the short barrelled 7.5 em. Kw. K. original~ the main armament of the 
Pz.Kw.rv. The vehicle is developed from the normal Pz.Kw.III hull and consequent
ly the main mechanical features are-identical with those described in previous 
s.T.T Preliminary Reports on the Pz.Kw.III. It is therefore not considered 
necessar,y to give detailed descriptions of those components which have already 
been adequately reported upon in these reports and that by Messrs. A.E.C Ltd. 

The somewhat excessive failure of track plates on this vehicle is interest
ing and a report on this defect from Messrs. Birmingham Electric Furnaces is 
included in this report. The spare torsion bars carried externally on each huil 
side plate are another innovation of interest. 

Log Books and Instruction Books were found inside this vehicle, and disclose 
the following interesting facts. It can be assumed that the assemb~ firm of 
the vehicle is AIKETT (Altmark Kettenwerke G.m.b.H., Berlin- Borsigwalde), 
since these publications are seen to have been issued by this firm. This is 
further confirmed by the fact that the first journey entered in the Log Book 
'Nas made on 20th August, 1941 from Zinnn. vhich is in the Berlin area. It is 
therefore probable that the unit, the identification of which has not yet been 
established, took the vehicle over from the assemb~ firm in August, 1941. 

The vehicle left Germany for Greece (Koropi) between 16th September, 1941 
and 13th October, 1941. From Greece it travelled to Fusaro where it remained 
until Mnrch 1942 having completed a total mileage of 682 (1099 Km). After this, 
journeys were not regularly entered up. Between March and May 1942, the unit 
moved to the Middle East. By 28th June, 1942 approJC'imately 1400 miles had been 
completed. At 1050 miles the engine was changed. A pencilled note in the 
maintenance record book states that 56 ro~ds were fired on 27th May, 1942 at 
Bir Hacheim and 62 rounds on 31st May, 1942 and 118 rounds on 11th June, 1942 at 
Acroma. 
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PRELIMINARY REPORT STT/8/4/3. 

------ ON 

!' 

GERMAN 7. Sc.m. STURMGESCHUTZ 
.(STU. G. 7.5c.m.K.) 

EXAMINED AT CHOBHAM. D.T.D NO. 3011 OCTOBER, 1943• 

D.T.D PROJECT NO. V. 7038 

EXAMINERS: MAJOR J. D, BARNES, R. T. R, , and MAJOR W. d.e L. M. MESSENGER, R. T. R. 

GENERAL SPECIFICATION 

TYPE Stu. G. 7 •5 em. K. sa.. Kfz. 142 

CHASSIS NO. 90683 

IDENTIFICATION MARKINGS On the front vertical plate there is painted. a 
green laurel wreath surrounding a palm tree and. 
rising sun with a small swastika underneath. 

WEIGHT 

, DIMENSIONS 

ARMAMENT 

ENGINE 

GEARBOX 

STEERING 

SUSPENSION 

11To33 11 is painted on the nearside, whilst 
Gennan cros.ses appear on the nose plate, turret 
sides and on the armoured. container for the 
smoke apparatus. 
• 

As received, 19 tons 8 cwt. 3 qtrs. 

liENGTH 
WIDTH 
HEIGHT 

181 0 11 

9' 811 

6' 4t11 

GROUND CONTACT 91 ~~~ 
TRACK CENTRES 81 2!11 

GROUND CLEARANCE 11 2. II 

One 7.5 em. KwK (Short) tank pattern gun. 

Maker: NORDEUTSCHE - MOTORENBAU G.m.b.H. 
Type: HL. 120 TRM. V-12 cyl. 
H.P.: 300 P. S • (Metric H. P.) 

Manual - 6 forward., 1 reverse. 

Epicyclic alutch and. brake hydraulically assisted. 

Torsion Bar. 
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CONDITION 

GENERAL 

The vehicle is a runner, and the automotive units are-in good order. 
The total mileage recorded on the speedometer is 2793 Km. (1731 miles.) 

Various hits have registered, the B.P flap to the driver's visor 
having been hit and rendered inoperative. The offside driving sprocket 
has sustained a hit which has partially torn away one spoke. A neat 
field repair has been executed by the welding of a section of spring 
plate at this point. 

The wire grill protections to the air intakes at each side of the 
engine compartment are damaged. The nearside lamp is deficient. 

The fifth bogie on the offside is deficient. 

TRACKS 

An interesting failure of the tracks is noted, n number of the plates 
having fractured at the base of the horn. The :failure is coJIDDOn to 
both tracks, and is also not confined to those emanating from one 
foundry, since the affected plates bear the markings of two manufacturers. 
A spare track plate stowed on the vehicle, whiCh had this defeat, has 
been repaired by welding. There are 50 defective plates in the offside 
track and 26 on the nearside. . -. 
Samples of the defective plates were submitted to Messrs. Birminghrum 
Electric Furnaces Ltd., for examination and their report is quoted beloo: 

" Examination of defective Pz.Kw.III 
Track Links 

Failure had occurred on both links by cracking at 
the point where the horn joins the bo~ of the link on 
the four lug side. 

One of the links was cut up, and miorosection prepared 
of the metal at this point. This showed the material to 
be austenitic manganese steel of normal structure and 
grain size and more homogeneous than the sample link of 
this type examined some time ago; the amount of martensite 
in the surface layers was not more than would be expected 
to result from work hardening under service conditions . 

Hardness of the body of the metal was 215 - 225 V.P.N. 
which is normal. The section showed numerous cracks at the 
point of failure, starting from the upper side of the link 
and spreading inwards; the cracks were mainly intergranular 
but a piece of the metal from near this point shawed no sign 
of abnormal intergranular weakness where fractured. 

When cutting up the link, shrinkage cavities were found 
at some points, notably where the centre lug joins the body 
of the caating on the three lug side, but there were no signs 
of marked unsoundness at the point where cracking occurred, 
and no evidence that this was a primary cause of weakness. 

Conclusions drawn were that the material of these links 
is manganese steel, of normal structure and properties, but 
that the thickness of metal at the point of failure is in
sufficient to withstand the transverse bending stresses en
countered in service, with the result that failure ha::J 
occurred by fatigue cracking. II 
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ARMOUR 
BASIC ~ ANGLE 

A. Cupola top 
sides ~ B. " front and Not f'i tted 

c. Turret top front 11 mm. ( 80° sides 
( 90° centre 

D. II II rear 11 mm. ~ 78° sides 
82° centre 

E. II sides 3\J mn. 9 nun. 90° basic 
Extra varying. 

F. " rear 30 mm. 30° 
G. II front 50 nun. 15° 
H. Gun mantlet 50 mm. 15° 
J. Front vertical plate 50 mm. 10° 
K. II glacis plate 26 mm. 84° 
L. II nose plate 50 nun. 52° 
M. Lower nose plate 50 mm. 21° 
N. Side superstructure 30 mn. oo 
P. II hull plate 30 mm. 00 
Q. Top front pl.<tte 30 mn. 84° 
R. II rear plate 17 mm. 85° 
s. II engine cover plate 17 mrn. 75° 
T. Observation cover plate 50 mm. -u. Belly plate (front) 20 mm. 74° 

11 
" (middle) 16 mm. 90° 

II " (rear) 20 nrn. 65° 
w. Tail plate (upper) 30 mm. 30° 

" " (lower) :J.O nun. 10° 
x. Skirti11g plates Not f'i tted 

(The "Angle of Plate" given is the angle between the plate surface 
and the vertical which is e_<Noa-1 to the "Angle of Impact" for horizontal 
attack). 

The main lower hull is a similar assemb~ to that used on the Pz.Kw.III 
except that the tail plates are not the same thickness as the nose plates 
but are on~ 30 mm. in thickness. 

No escape hatches are fitted in the hull side plates. 

The rear superstructure is similar to the Pz. Kw. III but the upper tail 
plate is sloped at a greater angle to the vertical (30°). This does 
not allow sufficient room for the installation of smoke dischargers 
underneath the tail plate so they have been fitted outside in an armoured 
container. 

The Pz.Kw.III front superstructure is not used but is replaced by a 
squat non-rotating turret assemb~ bolted to the main lower hull. 

The whole of the turret roof is detachable, presumab~ to facilitate 
assembly of the gun mounting, and is held by countersunk set screws to 
strips welded inside the top of the turret walls. 

Nine-millimetre plates sloping at 30° to the vertical 30 mm. turret sides 
are employed, apparent~ to increase the protection against hollow charge 
and cored projectiles, and to eliminate the possibility of damage to the top 
run of the track through H.E. strikes on the turret sides. 

The front cover plate of the gun r&euperator mechanism appears to be a 
forging of 50 mm. minim.un thickness, retained by four set screws screwing in 
from the rear. 

Austenitic welding appears to be used throughout in accordRnce with the 
usual German practice, with the exception previously mentioned of the turret 
roof. 

' 
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ARMOUR HARDNESS 

Brinell No. 

c. Turret top front 388 
E. Turret side 336 
H. Gun mantlet ( 501 

Gun recuperator front cover plate 323 
J. Front vertical plate 585 
K. Front glacis plate 339 
L. Front upper nose plate 524 - 572 
M. Front lower nose plate 495 - 519 
P. Side :tru.ll plate 36o 
Q. Top front plate 317 
w. Tail plate (upper) 548 

These readings were obtained "Hi th the "Poldi" portable 
e~ipment and must therefore be regarded as approximate. 

2. STEERING 
The steering is hydraulically operated as on the Pz.Kw.III Model "F". No 
air intake cowls for brake cooling * fitted in the nose plate:. 

FIG. 1 
3. TOWING EYES 

It is of interest to note that the front tmving eyes are of the cast 
type, bolted to the upper and lower nose plates, In the more recent 
models of the Pz.Kw.III these eyes are formed by an extension of the 
hull side plates. 

~. COMMUNI CAT I ON 

Accommodation is provided for three wireless sets, two receivers 
and one transmitter. One receiver and its associated rotary 
transformer is carried in a pannier in the left rear corner of 
the fighting compartment with the aerial mounting carried on the 
outside of the pannier, The aerial is not capable of being 

· dipped from within the fighting compartment but is lowered by 
releasing teeth on the moving member from teeth on the fixed 
member by slackening a retaining screw. 
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The other two wireless sets are carried in a mounting at the back 
of the fighting compartment, and ArO additional sets since ammunition 
stowage is covered by the m:>unting. The rotnry transformers EII'e 

low down on the fighting compartment left wall. There is on~ one 
station in the vehicle, and a Klaxon horn is provided for signals 
from the fighting compartment to the driver. The horn is mounted 
near the driver's right ear with the push ,on the fighting compartment 
roo~. 

5. ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT 
The hull electrical arrangements of this vehicle are identical with 
those of the Fz.Kw.III. Two 12 volt accumulators in the engine 
compartment give 24 volts for starting and 12 volta for l~ghting, etc., 
the changeover to the series c~eotion of the batteries being carried 
out by a solenoid switch ope~ated by the starter button. Charging is 
by a 12 volt generator with voltage regulation. 

The external lighting consisb of two headlamps in blast proof oases, 
two side lights and a normal tail-~top light. The usual German 
night march lighting system is also fitted. 

Internal lighting is confined to one festoon lamp on the fighting 
compartment roof and two festoon lamps on the driver' a panel. 

6. ARMAMENT 
( i) 'rnE PIECE 

This is the standard 7'•5•om. Kwl: (Short) tank pattern gun. 

( a) Markings 

The breech ring is inscribed: 

1941. R. 459. oaf. Ba. Sg. 6o504 
Rl. 2194. R~ 394. Fl. 236. oaf 
WaA. 337. Vr. Fl. 203 os~. 

The breech block is inseribed: 

R. 459• Sg. 60066. Rle 1037• Rh. 
206. Fl. 209. csf. 

The barrel is inscribed: 

Vr. Sg. 5324• Rl. J.4B, Rh. 206. 
Fl. 203. csf. 

Captured documents indicate that the gun has fired at least 
236 rounds. _]:t appears serviceable. 

(b) Description 
.) 

Monobloc barrel with detachable breech ring. Semi-automatic 
vertical sliding wedge breech bloCk operated by separate oloOk 
springs for opening and closing. Electric primer firing. 

' 
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( ii) TEE CRADLE 

. FIG. 2 

(Hi) RECOIL SYSTEM 

Similar to that in thE: pz,Kw.IV 
Models "B" to "E" (Short 7.5 em 
gun). Welded construction, . '
The left hand gun lug is provided · 
with bronze shoes and runs in nn 
anti-rotation_guide inside the 
left side plate of the cradle. 

The S.A. geRr is the s~e as on 
the Pz.Kw.IV, Models "B" to "E", 
To put it out of action, the c~ 
carrier is removed from its slide 
on the cradle side .plate, after 
pulling out a plunger. 

''The deflector. guard is bolted in 
position and carries a small 
capacity empty cartridge bag, Yli th 

.a flap at the rear for removal of 
empty cartridge oases • 

This comprises a hydraulic buffer on the right and a hydro
pneumatic recuve1·ator on the left. Both are similar to those 
on the Pz.Kw.IV, Mndels "B" to "E", except that the recuperator 
follows Pz.Kw.III and later Pz.Kw.IV practice in having the 
charging hole and charging valve hole drilled vertically instead 
of axially. 

There is a spring ioaded. hydraulic reservoir for the buffer, with 
safety switch, slung in the usual place. However, the construction 
of the pedestal on which the mounting stands makes the filling plug 
inaccessible, To overcome this, a pipe is taken from the filling 
hole to a filling box on. the outside of the left cradle side plate. 
The non-return valve is also incorporated in this box, 

The piston rods are nutted to lugs f ormed on either side of the 
breech ring, A recoil indicator is provided inside· the left 
cradle side plate and is graduated 'from 380 to 470 mm. (15 to lBiins) 
with the "FEUERPAUSE" (Stop) at 4-55 mm, (17.9 ins,), . 

\ 

The buffer reservoir appears to be empty, but the ~::,rstem appears 
to be otherwise serviceable. 

( i v) MOUNTING 

As a. whole the mounting· is .very similar to that in the 8-wheeled 
armoured car with 7,5 em. KwK. It consists of a heavy recta.n~la.r 
frame carrying the trunnions, the ma.ntlet and cradle. 

Maximum elevation 20° 
Maximum depression 11° 

The mantlet is secured to the front of the mounting by four "U" 
shaped brackets which appear to have been designed to give .a. ' 
certain amount of spring. A small cover plate is provided on top 
of the mantlet for access to the plug and valve on the front of 
the recupera.tor, ----
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There is no attempt at splash protection and in order to keep out 
the weather, a canvas joint cover is provided. 

( v) FIRING GEAR 

Standard electric primer system operated by trigger on the 
traversing wheel. Current taken from the vehicle battery 
( 12 V) or from an emergency battery ( 9 V or 4-i V). 

(vi) BAIANCE 

The weight of the rnantlet makes the mounting muzzle heavy. 
This is balanced by a compression spring carried in a 
qylinder connected between the mounting frame and saddle on 
the right hand side. There are no counter weights. 

(vii) ElEVATING GEAR 

This is of the sector and pinion type, and is operated by a 
4" radius handwheel on a transverse shaft through two bevel 
wheels and a worm and wormwheel. Twenty turns of the hand
wheel are required to cover the full arc of 31°. 

(viii) TRAVERSING GEiffi 

Also of the sector and 
pinion type. 
The sector is bolted to 
the pedestal and the 
pinion is driven by a 
handwheel on a vertical 
axis through two sets 
of bevel gears, two ~ • 
universal joints, a 
third set of bevel 
gears and a worm and 
wormwheel. 

Arc of Tr~verse - 25° , 
( 10 ) ' 1~ to right and left . 

Radius of handwheel - 4" ~ , 

Thirteen turns of the 
handwheel are required 
to cover the full arc of 25°. 

( ix) stillDIE 

FIG. 3 

The saddle is of welded construction and carries the following: 

Trunnion bearings 
Balance gear anchorage 
Gunner's seat 
Elevation ~ravelling lock st~ 
Traverse lock 
Brackets for elevating, traversing 

and sighting gears. 

' 
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.It is supported at the front on a pivot and at the rear on two 
lubricated bronze pads which slide on a "U" section arc - the 
mouth of the "U" being b the rear. The rear of the mounting 
is prevented from lifting by two clips which engage the "U" 
section arc. ( 

( x) PEDESTAL 

Is of built-up welded construction, supported astride the 
propeller shaft on four legs and provided with two buttresses 
at the rear. It is so located that the axis of the bore is 
offset 4i" to the right. 

(:xi) SIGHTmG GEAR 

This is of artillery type. The sight bracket is mounted on its 
own trunnions and linked by drop arms and a connecting rod, 
The connecting rod is spring loaded and will compress if the 
sight bracket fouls the hull of the vehicle (this can happen if 
the sight is set for long range without the gun being elevated). 

The following adjustments are provided: 

(a) Angle of Sight with bubble: 

From 100 to 500 mils in units - 300 mils represents 
'- zero angle of sight 

(b) Tangent elevation and range engraved on a range drum 

The scales are: 

• 0 to 360 mils in two's 

ii. Range - "7.5om. Sprsr• KwX. (Gr. 34)" 

0 -
3000 

3000 metres in 1001 s 
6000 metres in 50's 

(This agrees with Table I of Appendix "A" to 
M.I. 10 Summary, Nc. 109). 

iii. Range - ''KWK. K. Gr. rot Pz." 

0 1500 metres in 1001 s 

(This agrees with Table 3 of Appendix "A" to 
M,I. 10 Summary, No, 109). 

The zeroes are not displaced for jump. 

(c) Cross levelling with bubble 

No scale. The actual sight is a dial sight, but is 
deficient. Its designation appears from the equipment list to 
be "Sfl. Zfl. ". When mounted it proje ots through a large hole 
in the roof, which can be covered by a canvas flap. There is 
no armoured flap. The gunner is provided with a browpad. 
There is provision for illuminating the graticule, 

( xii) OBSERVATION OF FIRE 

The commande::r is provided with a swinging bracket which supports 
a "SF. 14Z" scissors telescope, the objectives of which project 
through his hatch v•hen in action. When not in use the bracket 
folds down and the binoc~lars are strapped to the left wall of 
the. turret. 

:""! • . . ~.-: . 

-----
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(xiii) AMMUNITION FOR 7•5 em. KwK 
41+ rounds of 7. 5 em. amnruni tion are carried. 
as follows: 

They are stowed 

Rounds 
Fixed box for ~Right of mounting 

II " " aperture 

Loose box for 3 l 
Below oounting 

" It It 3 aperture on 
II " II 2 right o:f gear 
II It It 2 box 

Fixed box for 5 l It " It 5 On right of pedestal 
It " " 5 

Detachable box for 12 ) In rear of fighting -
Total 44 compartment. 

The boxes are of sheet metal vnth hinged lids and quick release 
clips. They are each provided with three diaphragms in which 
the rounds are stowed nose downwards. They are clearly 
designed as part of the vehicle. 

One curious feature is that the lowest diaphragm is provided with 
a spring loaded plastic ring to position the nose of each shell, 
but in all cases the spring operates so as to press the ring 
aw~ fr9m the shell instead of against it. In other words, it 
seems to serVe. no useful purpose. 

7. AUXILIARY WEAPONS There is stowage for: 
12 stick grenades 

8. CREW 

. _ . 9 smoke candles in armoured ej~ctor 
rack on the tail of the vehicle • 

A machine carbine and ammunition was formerly stowed but the 
fittings appear to have been reooved. when a larger wireless set 
was fitted. 

The crew of four operate in the positions shown hereunder: 
Commander ) From front to rear on 
Gunner ) left of propeller shaft 
Driver ) 
Leader In right rear corner of ' hull 

The fighting chamber which"'contains all except the driver has 
the f0llowing internal dimensions: -

' Headroom (max.} 4' 8" 
Width 6' 1" 
Length {approx.) 5' 1" 

The commander has a spring loaded rising seat which is locked by 
a foot pedal. This enables him to look out over the roof or to 
observe from under cover 'vith the scissors telescope. 

The gunner's seat is attached to the saddle. There is no seat 
for the leader. The driver's seat is of the standard pz.Kw.IV t,ype. 

9. OBSERVATION ~ ACCESS 
Bey~nd the stereo-binocul~ and the dial sight there are no 
observation arrangements for the commander, gunner and loader. 
Each has an access hatch above his head. 

' 
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FIG. 4 

" 

The driver is provided with the 
normal elongated laminated glass 
block end shutter." 

In addition, he uses an episcope 
formed by two KFF. 2" periscopic 
telescopes. The carrier for 
these is deficient, but it must 
differ from the normal type 
since there is no room on the 
right to slide it away when not 
in use. Presumably the carrier 
is pi vatted and swings away to 
one side. 

On his left only is a fixed slit 
backed by a 50 mm. lamina ted 
glass block. 

Acces s to the driver's compartment is normally through the gunne+'s 
hatch, but he can also escape through the steering brake inspection 
flaps in the glacis plate. Each of these flaps comprises ~10 
doors of equal size, hinged to t~e sides. 

10. STOWAGE 
Details of some of the equipment carried are given in a captured 
equipment list. This is not complete, and in addition, many of 
actual fittings on the ver,icle cannot yet be identified and some 
have been removed. 

I I. MANUFACTURERS' MARKINGS 
On plate on driver's 

On plate on engine 

On Carburettors: 
i) 

(ii) 

On Radiators: 
N/Side: 

0/Side: 

instrument panel: 
Gp. Sfl. f'iirstu. G. 
Sd.Kfz. 142 Ausf. 
Fahrgest ·iir: 90683 

7.5cm. K. 

csg. 

NORDEUTSCHE - MOTORENBAU G. m. b. H. 
Motortyp: HL. 120 TRM 
Leistung: 300 P.S. 
MOtor Nr: 541379 

SO~EX DRP Deutsche Vergasser Geselleoh 
40 JFF 2. 2 K 264 

SO~ DRP Deutsche Vergasser Geselleoh 
40 JFF 2. 2 K 164 

HANS WINDHOFF - BERLIN - SCHONENBURG 
Kuhl Nr: 90572 
Com. Nr: 44335 
Lfd Nr 23 7 41 
441+ 19 L. 81 

Kuhl Nr• 
Com. Nr: 
Lfd. Nr: 
441+23 R. 

90373 
44838 
24· 41 
73 

On Traoks: (The traoks apparently emanate from two foundries and 
bear the following respeo ti ve mar~ings): 

Yl 
( i) '2034 eyo. (ii) ceq 2079 bwo 1941. -------

·.• 
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EQUIPMENT AND STOWAGE. 

INSIDE 

rzi.siltin;g Chamber 

Front plate on loader's side 

Loader's respirator 
? 

~eet wall 

First Aid Outfit 
Signal Pistol 
12 Signal cartridges 
Loader's Water bottle ) 

n Cooker ) 

LIST 

Ammunition Stowage (See Para. 6 Sub-para. (xiii) 
I 

Holder 
Bracket & clip 

Holder 
Bracket for holster 
Box 

·Holders 

On rear of ammunition stowage - small canvas wallet possib~ for 
fuse setting key. 

Rig}lt side of Pedestal 

? Bracket ' 

Loader's Floor 

? 3 holders & a clip 

Rear wall 
' .. 

2 Wireless receivers In cradle 

NOTE -At one time a machine carbine and its ammunition was stowed on 
---- the rear wall, but the brackets for these have been removed 

since the installation of a larger wireless set which has 
masked them. There is no apparent alternative position for 
the machine carbine. 

12 Stick grenades 
Rack with clips in 
front of 12 round 
7. Sam. amnuni tion box •. 

,. 
Pannier on left 

. Wireless transmitter 
Wireless receiver power unit 
Box for Dial sight 

? 

Left Wall 

Commander's gunner's & driver's 
waterbottles, cookers & respirators 
2 ? ? 
Wireless-receiver and sender power units 

Voice tube to driver 
Scissors telescope 

In cradle 
On special platform 
In holder 
In box 

In holders 
Pairs of clips 
On special platform 

.In clips 
On swinging support 
bracket. Strapped 
against ·side of hull 
when not in use. 

' 
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On floor near Commander - ---.--~...;;;.. 

Fire extinguisher 
Tool Box II (Engine Tools) 
Box for ? 

On left of pedestal 

Box for gun spares ? 
? 

( 

Spare blocks for observation port ( 1) ) 
II II II driving II ( 2) ) 

Driver 1 s Compartment 

Spare block for observation port 
Brake adjustment tools and gauge 
Magnetic inspection lamp in tin 
Track adjusting tools 

Engine Ccmpartment 

Fan adjustment tools 
Grease gun 

OUTSIDE 

Front - 15 track plates & pins 

Right Wall 

2 bogies 
1 Torsion Bar 

Right track guard 

3 track links 
Tool Box I (Track Tools) 
Tool Box III (Tools and spares) 
Wire cutters 
Jack 
Bogie 

Towrope 
Water oans 
5 smoke candles 

Left Wall 

Bogie 
7. 5cm. Cleaning Rods 
Torsion Bar 

Left Track Guard 

• 

Starting Handle 
Shovel 

Fire Extinguisher 

Crowbar 
Axe 

3 Kg. Sledge hammer 
2 Track links 
Bogie 

In bracket at rear 
Under floor 
In holder on right 
of propeller shaft 

In hOlder 
In box 

In holders 

Holder on left wall 
II II II II 

Holder on gearbox 
Holder on right of seat 

In holder 
In clips 

Nose plate 

On superstructure 
On hull 

On engine cover plate 
In rack 
In armoured self
ejecting rack 

On 
superstructure 
On hull 
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